To: All HKU Students,

Hong Kong X Sudan Exchange program

African Dream is the first and only Hong Kong-Sudan university level organisation which fosters personal growth and global awareness. Our program focus on both unleashing underdeveloped potential of (1) African
students and (2) African business and tourist information. By providing a dialogue platform between the social-economically underprivileged African AUW undergraduates and Chinese university students from HKU, it promotes cultural understandings and global civil engagement in both HKU and AUW students.

AUW Ahfad University for Women (AUW) is the first women university in Sudan, it aims to promote female education in Sudan. Higher education for Sudanese women are discouraged for long; AUW has provided the chance for lots of females in receiving quality higher education. Most of the female students are the first in their family having the chance to go to college, they have come through more obstacles than students in developed countries.

You are invited to join our exchange program with AUW in Sudan, which is a two-way exchange program, where we ‘give’ and ‘take’. The program involve 2 sessions: HKU student visiting Sudan; AUW students visiting HK lead by HKU delegates. Delegates will meet up with Sudanese students, experience the culture, travel around and build a beautiful memory with HKU delegates and AUW students.

Who we are looking for:

- Passionate to explore new country
- Willing to talk with new people
- Committed to take part in both sessions of program

For application, please go to [https://goo.gl/forms/WkgGLY61MCE7MxsF2](https://goo.gl/forms/WkgGLY61MCE7MxsF2) and register on or before 19th July 2017.

For any inquiries, please contact Chung at 65223418 or Sarah at 64878926.

Note: The African Dream is a non-profit social programme started by 6 HKU students

* Supported by Centre of Development and Resources for Students under Incubation Service